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Aiming at the oscillation suppression of spacecraft with large flexible appendages, we propose a control strategy usingH∞ control.
,e weighting functions are designed for the specific flexible modes of the spacecraft and the frequency of harmonic interference
in its operating environment. Taking into account the structural uncertainty of systematic modeling and the comprehensive
performance requirements of system bandwidth constraint and attitude stability, the H∞ comprehensive performance matrix is
constructed. A space telescope with a large flexible solar array is presented as an illustrative example, and a control design that
meets the requirement for pointing accuracy is proposed. ,e simulation results show that the designed controller satisfies the
requirements of attitude stability and high pointing accuracy and has effectively suppressed the disturbance of endemic frequency.
,e design scheme and selection method of the weight function shown in this paper can be a reference for the controller design for
oscillation suppression of this type of spacecraft with flexible structures.

1. Introduction

A spacecraft with flexible appendages, such as a spacecraft
carrying large flexible solar panels, has a system structure
with multiple resonance modes. ,e resonance mode of this
type of flexible system changes its amplitude characteristics
greatly, and the choice of bandwidth is greatly restricted by
the inherent low-frequency interference caused by the
complex launch environment and the high-altitude envi-
ronment during on-orbit operation and the flexible mode of
the system itself [1–3]. ,e difficulty of the control design of
this kind of flexible system is not only to suppress the in-
herent resonance interference but also to meet the control
accuracy requirements, as well as to take into account the
requirements of attitude stability and bandwidth limitation
of the system [4, 5].

With the development of aerospace engineering and the
increasingly diversified missions of the spacecraft, the
control accuracy of the spacecraft is becoming increasingly
demanding. In addition, due to the development of new
composite materials and their wide application in the
aerospace field, the flexible proportion of large spacecraft is

continuously increasing, which makes the control of the
system more complicated and difficult. ,e oscillation
suppression of the spacecraft with large flexible appendages
has always been an active research topic in the field of
aerospace all time. In [6], a flexible spacecraft model with
external disturbance and model uncertainty is established,
and an observer is constructed to observe the attitude,
angular velocity, and disturbance of the system. In addition,
the stability control and disturbance suppression of the
system are realized by dynamic compensation linearization.
Literature [7] researched the classic control design for the
Hubble Space Telescope with flexible appendages and gave a
redesign scheme of the classic control. In the proposed
scheme, a notch filter in series with a PID controller is used
to achieve stability control and interference suppression, and
an internal model controller is connected in series to sup-
press the unique resonance interference. ,e proposed
controller can suppress the resonant mode of the particular
frequency well, but it cannot take into account the stability
and robustness of the system. ,e research shows that it is
difficult to use classical control to balance the multiple
performance requirements for the integrated control of
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flexible spacecraft with multiple performance requirements
[8]. However, H∞ control theory is a synthetic control
theory, which can include multiple performance require-
ments in the design [9–18], and it solves the control
problems with multiple performance requirements and
takes into account themultiple performance requirements of
the system under the premise of ensuring the robustness of
the system. In recent years, H∞ control theory has been
widely used in the control of the spacecraft. At present,
modern control theories such as robust H∞ control, robust
adaptive control, and μ synthesis control are useful for the
oscillation suppression of flexible spacecraft and have been
discussed in detail in [19–23].

In this paper, a space telescope with a large flexible solar
array is presented as an illustrative example to study the
oscillation suppression problem of the large flexible
spacecraft. Aiming at the system’s specific interference
frequency, the corresponding H∞ weighting function is
designed to achieve disturbance attenuation and the H∞
controller that satisfies the robustness and attitude stability
of the system is given. ,e simulation results show that the
controller designed in this paper can suppress the resonance
interference in the spacecraft natural frequency and satisfies
the stability and bandwidth constraints. ,e design scheme
and selection method of the weight function shown in this
paper can be a reference for the controller design for os-
cillation suppression of this type of spacecraft with flexible
structures. ,e structure of this paper shows that the system
model and control problems are briefly described in Section
2, and the performance requirements of the H∞ design and
the selection scheme of the weighting function are shown in
Section 3; Section 4 is a performance analysis, and Section 5
is the conclusion.

2. Analysis of System Model and
Control Problems

A space telescope with large flexible appendages, illustrated
in Figure 1, is composed of gyros that provide speed and
attitude information, precision guidance sensors and
trackers that supplement the attitude information, reaction
wheels that provide control torque, and two large flexible
solar panels carried on the other side.

In this paper, we consider only the pitch axis of the
Hubble Space Telescope control design problem, and the
other axes employ the same control structure. According to
the relevant data [7], the Hubble Space Telescope actuator
output u to the pitch-axis pointing error output angle θ can
be modeled as the sum of a rigid body module and several
flexible modules:

θ(s)

u(s)
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Ki/I
s
2

+ 2ζwis + w
2
i

, (1)

where s is the Laplace transforming variable, I � 77076 kg ·

m2 is the spacecraft pitch inertia, Ki is the ith flexible mode
gain in the pitch axis, ωi is the ith flexible mode frequency in
rad/s, and ς is the passive damping ratio assumed as 0.005.

,e parameters of other flexible modules are shown in
Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the system block diagram of the Hubble
Space Telescope. ,e reaction wheel has an actuator satu-
ration limit of 2.5 Nm. ,e time-prolonging link is intro-
duced to characterize the time difference between the
controller output and the actuator. ,erefore, the delay link
parameter T � 0.008 sec.,e rate gyro can be represented by
a second-order oscillation element, where ωg � 18Hz and
ςg � 0.7.

,e inherent low-frequency disturbances caused by the
high-altitude environment of the Hubble Space Telescope on
the orbit are modeled as

d(t) � 0.2 sin P1t + ϕ1(  + 0.2 sin P2t + ϕ2( , (2)

where P1 � 2π(0.12) rad/s and P2 � 2π(0.66) rad/s are the
frequencies of low-frequency disturbances and the phases ϕi

are unknown parameters.
According to the Hubble Space Telescope pitch-axis

model given by formula (1), the Bode magnitude plot of the
loop transfer function of the system without the controller is
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in this figure, the system
model of this flexible spacecraft contains multiple resonant
modes, which make the frequency domain characteristics of
the spacecraft vary greatly in amplitude. ,ese flexible
modes with weak damping cause great disturbance to the
performance of the system, and the inherent low-frequency
interference in the operating environment and the flexible
modes of the system greatly limit the choice of bandwidth.
For high-precision space photographymissions, the system’s
output error is required to be no more than 0.007 arc-
seconds. ,erefore, the designed controller should be able to
effectively solve the disturbance suppression of the solar
panel and the inherent flexibility suppression of the system,
and it should meet certain bandwidth requirements. In
summary, the control design goals can be stated as follows:

(1) Give the Hubble Space Telescope system high
pointing accuracy

(2) Maintain the system bandwidth more than 1.5Hz
(3) Provide at least 20 dB additional disturbance at-

tenuation for the disturbance caused by the solar
array

(4) Provide at least 6 dB gain suppression for the flexible
structure of the system

3. Robust H‘ Control Design

3.1. System Performance Requirements. As can be seen in
Figure 3, the system has a 0.16 Hz gain crossover frequency,
which is extremely low. ,erefore, the bandwidth of the
system is very small, and the interference suppression
performance is poor. One of the performance requirements
of the system is that the crossover frequency needs to be
increased. ,e bandwidth increased, and the oscillation of
the flexible solar panel is suppressed.

In addition, it can be seen from Figure 3 that there are
several dominant bending modes at 13Hz to 14Hz in the
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system, which can be regarded as high-frequency unmod-
eled dynamics, namely, the uncertainty of the system. When
the system has such uncertainty, the control structure block

diagram of the system is shown in Figure 4. In the study of
the control problem, only the rigid body module of the
Hubble Space Telescope is modeled, and the other flexible
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Figure 1: Diagram of Hubble Space Telescope structure.

Table 1: Hubble Space Telescope modal data [7].

Ki (kg·m2) ωi (Hz)

0.018 0.110
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the Hubble Space Telescope control system.
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modules are regarded as the uncertainty of the system. ,e
uncertainty of the system is expressed by multiplicative
uncertainty:

Gactual(s) � G(s, δ)[1 + ΔG(s)], (3)

where G(s, δ) is the mathematical model of the controlled
object constructed based on the researched problem, ΔG(s)

represents the structural uncertainty of the system, δ rep-
resents the nonstructural uncertainty of the system, and
Gactual(s) is the real mathematical model of the controlled
object. ,erefore, the second performance requirement of
the system is robust stability.

In Figure 4, Δ represents the structured uncertainty and
unstructured uncertainty of the system, W1, W2, and W3 are
the performance weighting function, uncertainty weighting
function, and input weighting function of the system, re-
spectively, y is the error output of the system, and Z1 and Z2
are the performance output of the system.

3.2. Selection ofWeighting Function. According to the above
analysis, the performance requirements of the control

system design are system bandwidth requirements and
robust stability requirements. Next, we will select appro-
priate weighting functions based on the two performance
requirements.

According to experience, the performance weighting
function W1 should generally include integral control laws.
Aiming at the solar array oscillations at 0.12 Hz and 0.66Hz,
the system should be able to provide sufficient attenuation to
the disturbance without affecting the stability of the me-
dium-frequency domain of the system. A very small artificial
damping (about 0.01) is needed for pure imaginary poles for
the convenience of avoiding numerical problems in solving
the H∞ controller. After a certain amount of trial and error,
we select the performance weighting function of attenuating
disturbance, as shown in the following formula, and the
Bode graph of this weighting function is shown in Figure 5:

W1(s) �
0.1225(s + 0.12 × 2π)(s + 0.66 × 2π)

(s + 0.01)
2 . (4)

It can be seen from the Bode diagram of the Hubble
Space Telescope system without the controller, as shown in
Figure 3, that the system performance is strongly affected by
several dominant bending modes at 13Hz to 14Hz in the
system.,erefore, the weighting function W2(s)should have
good notch performance. Moreover, due to the rank re-
quirements of the generalized plant in the H∞ control
theory, the numerator and denominator of W2(s) should
have the same order. Finally, we select the following robust
stability weighting function:

W2(s) �
0.532((s/30) + 1)

2

s
2/(2π × 13.8)

2
  +(((2 × 0.004)/(2π × 13.8)s) + 1)

.

(5)
It can be seen from Figure 6 that the weighting function

W2 has an amplitude gain of 55.9 dB at 13.8Hz and 20 dB at
high frequency. ,e weighting function can ensure that the
system has a suppression effect on flexible modules at
13∼14Hz and attenuation effect on high-frequency noise
signals. ,erefore, the choice of the weighting function is
reasonable.

3.3. H∞Controller. After repeated iterative calculations, the
H∞ controller at c � 8.125 is finally obtained, as shown in
formula (8):

Ch1(s) �
k(s + 0.6402) s

2
+ 0.002009s + 1.609 × 10−6

 

(s + 0.01)
2

s
2

+ 3357s + 3.763 × 10−6
 

,

(6)

Ch2(s) �
s
2

+ 0.0003605s + 0.002128
s
2

+ 0.00022s + 0.002118
, (7)

Ch(s) � Ch1(s) · Ch2(s), (8)

where the parameter k � 3.4927 × 107. ,e zeros and poles
of the function Ch2 are so close to each other that they can be
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Figure 3: Bode magnitude plot of the loop transfer function of the
Hubble Space Telescope without the controller.
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considered as two pairs of dipoles. ,us, the simplified H∞
controller can be obtained by pole-zero cancellations and
removing the tiny perturbation introduced in the
denominator:

Ch �
k(s + 0.6402) s

2
+ 0.002009s + 1.609 × 10−6

 

s
2

s
2

+ 3357s + 3.763 × 10−6
 

. (9)

,e designed controller needs to be verified at this point
by the corresponding H∞ norm indicator c � 8.125. ,e
singularity curve of the closed-loop transfer function
Tdzfrom the perturbation input d to the performance output
z is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from the figure, the

maximum singularity is about 18.2 dB� 8.17, which is
consistent with the obtained norm indicator c.

Furthermore, we analyze the performance of the designed
controller being applied to the pitch-axis control system.
From the closed-loop Bode diagram of the system shown in
Figure 8, we can see that the system performs a dramatic gain
attenuation for specific frequency interference.

As can be seen in the Bode magnitude plot of the open-
loop transfer function (Figure 9), the system with the con-
troller given by equation (9) has a 1.6 Hz gain crossover
frequency, which meets the bandwidth requirement of not
less than 1.5Hz. Moreover, aiming at the oscillation sup-
pression of the high-frequency bending modes, the controller
provides a gain suppression of over 100 dB.,e designedH∞
controller not only suppresses the inherent resonance in-
terference but also meets certain bandwidth requirements.

4. Performance Analysis

,e time responses of the system controlled by the designed
H∞ controller are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that an
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effective rejection of the solar array disturbances at 0.12 Hz
and 0.66Hz has been achieved, which meets the require-
ments of oscillation suppression and high pointing accuracy
of the system, without exceeding the actuator limit of
2.5Nm. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the controller
achieves the control goal of gain attenuation for the dis-
turbance of the solar panel.

In this paper, the performance of the designed H∞
controller is compared to a classical PID controller, and their
system time response is shown in Figure 11. From the figure,
we can see that the PID controller is able to stabilize the rigid
module of the system well and suppresses perturbations at
specific frequencies because of the introduction of the in-
ternal mode filter and notch filter. However, the designed
H∞ controller has better interference suppression than the
PID controller, resulting in better dynamic and steady
performance of the system. Furthermore, the H∞ controller
eliminates the need for an additional filter design.
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5. Conclusion

Aiming at the comprehensive problems of the spacecraft
with flexible appendages, such as flexible structure vibration,
deficient bandwidth, low pointing accuracy, and uncertainty
caused by structural changes, the H∞ control method is
adopted in this paper. Appropriate weighting functions are
selected by analyzing the performance requirements to
suppress the oscillation of the flexible structure and increase
the bandwidth of the system. Finally, a H∞ controller with
robust stability is given.,e simulation results show that the
designed controller can effectively suppress the vibration of
solar panels. While maintaining the bandwidth of the sys-
tem, it also dampens the vibrations of the high-frequency
resonant modules, enabling the system to satisfy high
pointing accuracy requirements.
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